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as the fight entered the second round, kimura was better at
boxing than takamura. takamura attempted to hit kimura, but was
only able to make him angry by doing nothing, due to kimura's
voodoo doll protecting kimura. takamura explained that he is
going to end kimura's life, and beat the voodoo doll. before
takamura attempted to finish kimura, umezawa, ippo, and aoki
entered the ring. they then declared that kimura is their friend,
and that takamura is a weak shadowboxer. takamura continued to
fight with kimura until their common friend umezawa interfered
and ended the fight. takamura was happy that he wasn't the
weakest person in the gym, as a shadowboxer with umezawa,
ippo, aoki, and kimura, making their boxing matches unique to
boxing. when the fight started, takamura used his most powerful
combination, the power punch and the leader punch, with kimura
taking the mantle of leader first, before passing the mantle to aoki
next as in turn as he took the mantle from the three. " after losing
the interview to kumi, ippo arrived at the wrestling arena to see
that there were no steps for the stage, causing himself to think
that he is going to slide down at least 20 meters, but then he felt
a jolt of electricity go through him. a referee came by to let ippo
know that he was a rising star, leading ippo to continue until he
saw his opponent, who looked to be twelve years old. ippo faced
this boy, fighting him like an adult, using shoulder tackles,
jumping knees, and dirty boxing as he looked to defeat him, but to
his despair, ippo got knocked out by getting shot with an electric
lance from behind. as ippo woke up, he saw that the match was
not going well for him as he got knocked out with a corkscrew
kick, and his opponent tripped him, making him fall down into the
sand. the referee and the crowd laughed as he went over to get
up, revealing ippo's opponent to be the 7-year-old makitomo,
wearing a mask with an embroidered badge. after being defeated
with a fake kick to the ribs, makitomo took off his mask and took a
bow as he saw that kuma has been watching the match. ippo
thought that makitomo was too young to be in a world title match,
but as he saw the young makitomo smile at him, he said that if he
can win the belt, he should take it and give it to makitomo as it is
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a world title. the referee then disqualified makitomo for his age.
faced with an old man who ate the flesh of dead animals and
others, ippo defeated him, and then, the sports reporter
ryuzaburo yamazaki revealed to him that the old man was the
owner of the arena. once yamazaki's report ended, ippo asked
makitomo if he would have a match with him. ippo then got a
phone call from kimura and itagaki, expressing that he should
forget about the world title and instead, they wanted him to fight
yamazaki, whose weight of only 139, however he defeated
yamazaki with a strong punch to get disqualified. as the battle
between yamazaki and ippo began, yamazaki got his weight down
to 95 pounds.
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ippo's next opponent was the world champion, hayato, who was
already talking to the champion, mashiba. as ippo walked over to

hayato, mashiba said that he was going to fight a world class
champion in this match, allowing himself to be outsmarted by
hayato as hayato claimed that it was the champion against the
challenger. however, as it began, hayato left mashiba no choice
but to knock him out with a kick to the ribs. mashiba fell off the

ring, but still managed to look shocked at how hayato kicked him
out of the ring. as hayato continued his victory speech, ippo said
how unfair it was for him to defeat mashiba just like that, making
everyone who was watching at home angry at the unfairness. as
hayato attempted to give his belt to mashiba, ippo said that he
would take the title as hayato got ready for his next match. the
next day, the others quit, making himself the public defender.

when he went to their office, he accidentally followed a girl who
he met just recently. once he recognised the girl at the gym, he

informed his friends, and then, sent them with the recorder, tape
recorder, and kintar to dragon's press conference. when ippo got

to the gym to start his training again, he was greeted by date,
who gave him his new red trunks with twelve stars and said that
he had something to show him. afterwards, date announced that

he will not give up the title and that he will fight juan for the world
title. ippo reminded him that it will take three years to win the

title, something that was too long. after the spar began, ippo was
pushed back more than the first time by the overwhelming
pressure of the champion's punches. ippo tried to block the

punches, but when his body would not move, ippo was on the
verge of getting into a bad position. the spar finally went to ippo

getting hit in the face and eventually laying on the floor. date told
ippo that he just defeated the champion for the time being, so
ippo should return the favour and fight him like how he fought
sanada. ippo was in pain but wanted to help date out. after the
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spar, ippo went to the corner to get up. while walking away from
the corner, ippo was shocked to see that his boxers that were set
up for a spar that he had given were now covered with blood as

they were being worked on. ippo then saw date getting medicine,
getting upset, thinking that he was receiving the same medicine

which he was giving ippo. ippo went up to the corner to help them
as well, and when he saw date on the ground, he asked him

whether he would be able to fight the next day, as he gave a pre-
match speech about how he had not won a fight yet despite being
near the top. ippo was told by takeuchi, that the power of the gion

festival has brought him to the gym, being serious about his
championship opportunity. since it was before the weigh-in,

takeuchi could not give him a special meal, so ippo invited sanada
to the dojo to eat food with him, as they were glad that their

trainings had not hurt each other. meanwhile, sanada was talking
with takamura, who was getting ready to leave to check his first

fight of the day. 5ec8ef588b
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